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Vietnam in space 

Queue-jumping 
The recent 8-day sojourn of Vietnamese 

cosmonaut Pham Tuam aboard the 
Salyut-6 space station marked a significant 
change in the Comecon Interkosmos joint 
space programme. For the first time the 
non-Soviet participant came from a 
developing and non-aligned country - a 
point which both the Soviet and 
Vietnamese press agencies stressed at the 
expense of comment on the scientific 
content. 

Phan Tuam's flight, moreover, meant a 
change in the projected running order of 
participation, which, most Baikonur 
watchers had accepted, was related to the 
size of the contribution the various 
countries had made to the earlier 
unmanned stage of the lnterkosmos 
programme (the Interkosmos satellites and 
Vertikal high-altitude probes). In effect, 
this meant that the European nations of the 
bloc would go first, with Cuba and 
Mongolia bringing up the rear. Vietnam, 
which joined Comecon in summer 1978, 
long after all the other members had their 
cosmonaut candidates installed at the 
Gagarin space centre, seemed destined for 
the final place in the programme. 

However, with four countries still to go 
(Romania, and the three non-European 
members), Vietnam was unexpectedly 
advanced three places. Both TASS and 
VNA stressed unequivocally that that there 
were political implications in this move. 
Whatever the reason for the changed 
schedule, however, the interesting question 
remains: what, precisely could Vietnam 
contribute to the space programme? 

It would be incorrect to suggest that the 
developing members of Comecon- Cuba, 
Mongolia and Vietnam- have nothing to 
offer the lnterkosmos programme, or at 
the most can offer only sites for tracking 
stations . As early as 1978, the Polish 
cosmonaut Miroslaw Hermaszewski said 
that Cuba and Mongolia were working on 
their experimental programmes for when 
their turns came. (At that time, Vietnam 
had still not joined the lnterkosmos 
programme.) Pham Tuam's programme, 
as reported to date, corresponds 
remarkably well with those of the other 
non-Soviet cosmonauts. 

First, and inevitably, came the medical 
programme, the testing of cardiovascular 
and lung functions under zero gravity. 
Then, equally routine, experiments on 
semiconductor crystal growth - in this 
case, gallium phosphide and a triple 
bismuth-antimony-tellurium compound. 
These experiments use a Soviet furnace 
aboard Salyut -6, but the test capsules come 
from the non-Soviet participant, which 
also provides a suitable symbolic name for 
the project- Morava for Czechoslovakia, 
Berolina for East Germany and so on. This 
time, it was Halong, after a gulf in Vietnam. 
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Not surprisingly, the regular photo
graphic and visual observations carried out 
from Salyut were given a Vietnamese slant. 
Silting up of the river mouths, and the 
effect this has on fish feeding habits, 
observations of tidal flooding and erosion, 
and hydrological surveys of the Mekong 
and Red River Basins were especially 
stressed. And, most Vietnamese of all, 
Pham Tuam had taken along samples of 
azola water ferns, fast-growing, nitrogen
rich plants which are traditionally used as 
fertilizers for the growing rice crop, and 
which could prove useful aboard future 
permanent space stations. 

Comecon doctrine concerning its third 
world projects (including its own three 
"developing" members) firmly eschew the 
concept of "aid". All such undertakings 
are termed "cooperation" projects, 
although recent bilateral scientific
technological cooperation deals signed 
between Vietnam and, for example, 
Czechoslovakia and East Germany consist 
largely of the European partner providing 
experts and know-how, and Vietnam 
reciprocating with raw materials. Never
theless, no attempt has been made, as far as 
Interkosmos is concerned, to present the 
joint Soviet-Vietnamese flight as a partner
ship of technological equals. While by no 
means a passenger, P ham Tuam 
characterized his role rather as a harbinger 
of things to come. "It is a new demon-

Shuttle for orbit 
The US National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration has screwed up its 
courage and settled on a launching date 
for the first orbiting version of the space 
shuttle- March 1981. The decision was 
taken at the end of last month and in the 
face of the setback a few days earlier 
when a fire damaged a shuttle engine 
during a test firing in Mississippi. 

The decision follows a week-long 
review of the recent ups and downs of the 
development of the shuttle, and has 
apparently been taken in the belief that 
only a tight schedule will sufficiently 
concentrate the minds of those involved 
in putting the first shuttle (called 
Columbia) into an Earth orbit. 

The timetable now agreed would move 
Columbia from the building it now 
occupies at Cape Canaveral to the shed in 
which it will be mated with the solid fuel 
boosters on 23 November. Thereafter it 
will be mounted on its launch pad and the 
main engines of the shuttle will be fired 
for a period of 20 seconds some lime in 
February. Thereafter, there will be five 
weeks to the final launch date. 

Although anxiety persists about the 
tiles intended to provide thermal 
shielding for the shuttle, it has apparently 
been decided not to encumber the first 
flight with the " tile repair kit" intended 
to enable the crew of the shuttle craft to 
replace damaged tiles in flight. 
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stration of the effective cooperation within 
the socialist community", he said before 
embarking, which "will also demonstrate 
the abilities of the Vietnamese people". 

Vera Rich 

Airport noise 

London's out 
The Noise Advisory Council (NAC) has 

provided some timely ammunition for the 
opponents of the plan to build the third 
London Airport at Stansted in Essex. Last 
week, hard on the heels of the formal appli
cation for permission to develop the 
airport by the British Airport Authority, 
the council announced that the Stansted 
site will be marginally more of a noise 
nuisance than the other five sites on the 
airport authority's short-list. 

The application for development per
mission has gone to the Essex County 
Council. There will be a public inquiry on 
the proposals, probably early next year. 
That will be the second occasion on which 
the people of Stansted have been divided 
into hawks and doves . 

Choosing a site for London's third 
airport has already taken 27 years. The 
chief problem has been that cost-benefit 
analyses yield equivocal results even when 
they themselves, like the Roskill 
Commission of 1968-70, cost more than £2 
million. Uncertainty about the growth of 
demand for air travel has also taken the 
steam out of what seemed to be an urgent 
problem ten years ago. 

According to NAC, Maplin, situated on 
the north of the Thames estuary, would 
disturb nearby residents least but would 
require the removal of a Ministry of 
Defence establishment - which might 
create environmental problems of its own 
- and the building of new road and rail 
links into London. It would also disrupt 
local bird life. Stansted, an inland site 
north of London, would be the cheapest 
site to develop - it already has a small 
airport, which could be extended, and 
good links with London, but it is situated 
near several small towns. The NAC report 
estimates that 17,000 people would find 
aircraft noise a nuisance if a two-runway 
airport were built. 

Estimates of annoyance caused by air
craft noise are themselves equivocal. The 
Noise Advisory Council quotes values of 
the Noise-Number Index, calculated in 
such a way as to correlate with surveys of 
the extent to which people are annoyed by 
aircraft movements. One difficulty in using 
this index as a basis for assessing the impact 
of new airports is that the calibration has 
been based on surveys at established air
ports, such as Heathrow, where residents 
have to some degree become accustomed to 
aircraft noise after long exposure. Further 
difficulties stem from uncertainty about 
flight paths, the noisiness of future aircraft 
and the future volume of air traffic. 

The NAC report says that the noise dis-
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